Relationship between video head impulse test (vHIT) and caloric test in patients with vestibular neuritis.
The caloric test is the gold standard for the loss of vestibular function diagnosis. The Video Head Impulse Test (vHIT) assesses the same reflex by using a video- assisted examination of the impulsive maneuver. We intend to compare the variation of results of the vHIT and the caloric test in patients with vestibular neuritis with respect to their initial condition at two different moments of their evolution and to check the level of correlation between them and with that of the DHI test We explored 20 patients with neuritis by using both vHIT and the caloric test on the same day. We assessed the correlation between these two tests and with the DHI test for each patient at two different moments of their evolution. We calculated gain asymmetry and compared it with the canal paresis, but we found neither a linear correlation between them, nor a correlation between the DHI test or improvement of these two other tests. We conclude that the covert saccades maintain a similar speed whilst present in the VHIT, but the overts diminish their speed over time. The VHIT and the caloric test show different responses of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, because they stimulate different frequencies of this reflex. No correlation was found between the VHIT, the caloric test and the DHI test. The tests appear to complement one another.